1. **Unicorn Forest**- The trees and unicorn represent the unicorn forest. Unicorns are not the only creatures found in the forest, however, they are very proud and as they can talk we call it the Unicorn Forest.

2. **Farms**- This is where we farm, and ranch. This area is rotated and not just used for growing corn.

3. **Southern River**- This river is the Southern border of our kingdom and is used as a natural barrier for the city.

4. **Town**- These houses represent the main town including houses and shops.

5. **Dragon Mountains** - The Dragon Mountains are the northern border of the kingdom, the city border and where the Dragons live.

6. **Dragon Mountain Stream**- Dragon Mountain Stream feeds the castle moat and is also pretty.

7. **Castle and Moat**- The castle and moat are in the center in the city\'kingdom and are where the king and queen live.

8. **Bill the gatekeeper**- Bill the gatekeeper is a werewolf, however, this does not affect his personal life with his family or his job. He is simply more hairy as the full moon appears and prefers his meat only slightly warmed.